DEAD BOLT LOCK ENDORSEMENT

Refer to Supplemental Declarations if information is not shown on this form.
The coverage under this endorsement is subject to the terms contained in the General Policy Provisions.

WHAT WE PAY FOR
Those residences equipped with dead bolt locks, as defined below, which conform to the standards for grade 3 locks in ANSI/BHMA A156.5-1992, shall be entitled to a rate credit as shown in the manual.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS
Dead bolts locks qualifying for a rate credit are defined as follows:
A dead bolt lock is a lock component having a latch which protrudes from, or is withdrawn into, the lock front by action of the lock mechanism. When the door is closed and the dead bolt engaged, the latch extends into a hole provided in the strike, locks the door, and does not retract with end pressure.
A qualifying dead bolt lock must be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and it must secure all entrances leading to your premises from all commonly accessible areas.